He states he is not so much interested in discovering "how God made the World" as in how our theories describe it and are interconnected, in search for a unitary vision between mind and matter. Endowed with a physical intuition faster than any calculation, he can shift with self-assurance from Cosmology to Information Theory, from Physics at Planck scale and non-locality Geometry to Neurocomputing. His models are E. Majorana, L. Landau, W. Heisenberg, R. Feynman e F. Dyson, but his Damascus road has been D. Bohm vision. As for him "God always quantizes, but does not play dice, at all". Physics -he says -is a way of life. With a passionate love for culture and music, Ignazio Licata is one of the last natural philosopher, but his language is that of non-commutative geometries, path integrals and renormalization group.
Introduction

1
Ignazio Licata is a distinguished Professor of Theoretical Physics as it is shown by the achievements collected in his curriculum vitae. However, Ignazio is much more than just a professor and researcher: he embodies the love for knowledge sharing and the wonder, the enthusiasm for new insights and discoveries that each scientist must have felt at least once in his life. and in experiencing physics as a concrete way of life, a total vision of man and the cosmos which makes the individual's whole life worth living.
The Ignazio's fondness for being alone with his thoughts, like when, as a student, he wandered around Palermo -a place he is used to call "home" -is the distinctive mark of his thinking style and has produced his best works. It is just from such wanderings that the first draft of "Osservando la Sfinge" his first book on quantum physics foundations has originated in about twenty days on an old Lexicon for would-be typists and published in Italian by Di Renzo Edizioni. The creative thinking is a lonely one. It is not by chance that his best collaborators are other scientists who are used to think in "lone-mode", like Leonardo Chiatti. Ignazio can be monomaniac in his quest for understanding: "Ho bisogno di input!" ("I need input") is a typical Ignazio refrain. Although Ignazio's roots are firmly established in his familiar, cultural and geographical environment (he is born in Trapani, Sicily, Italy -in this order), his horizon is unbound. This was particularly well expressed by Marcello Cini , a great Italian physicist and a long-time acquaintance, friend and 'accomplice' of Ignazio. Marcello Cini writes in his opening and closing paragraphs of the preface to Ignazio latest book "Piccole variazioni sulla scienza" (Little Variations on Science) (Licata, 2010a) : 
Ignazio Licata is well conscious of his
"I seldom
The early years (up to 2000)
In the early 80s Ignazio Licata was invited by the Sicilian mathematician Giuseppe Arcidiacono to Barcelona where he was involved in the organization of meetings for the Letamendi-Forns Foundation and would later become a member of the Editorial Board of the Journal "Folia Humanistica-Ciencias-Artes-Letras" and where he first met Eliano Pessa who became a life-long close friend and collaborator.
The following story, as told by Eliano in an interview with one of us (MP), witnesses to their friendship. Eliano and Ignazio were taking part to a world congress at Ischia. The title was "Quale fisica per il 2000 ? Prospettive di rinnovamento, problemi aperti, verità "eretiche" ("What Physics for the next century? Prospect for renewal, open problems 'heretical' truths", International Meeting, Ischia, 1991 where alternative theories were discussed and therefore informally known as the "Heretics Congress". In that event, Eliano spoke about the structure of unitary theories and Ignazio about the physics at the Planck scale. As the story goes, Eliano invited Ignazio for an "easy" ascent to the top of Monte Epomeo (788m) on the island. Eliano is a seasoned climber and what he sees as an easy ascent can be a very demanding physical exercise for a not trained person. However, while panting, they climbed and climbed and had a wonderful discussion about physics and life that they still recollect with pleasure whenever they meet.
That was a period when 'meaningful coincidences' happened: the young Di Renzo, who got a degree in chemistry, had started to publish a collection of papers on chemistry and had moved to a house on Bracciano Lake where his neighbour was... Giuseppe Arcidiacono, who spurred him to create a publishing house, Di Renzo Edizioni, who later became Ignazio's first book publisher. As it sometimes happens, world threads come together in a point in space and time where someone is standing: Ignazio Licata.
If we had to choose a starting point for Ignazio's scientific work, that would be 1989 when he proposed a program to build a quantized space-time able to solve some classical problems of theoretical physics (Quantum Mechanics foundations, Renormalization, explanation of global and local symmetries, particles mass spectrum). In the Latticed Dynamics of Space-Time some formal analogies between the space-time structures at Planck scale and crystalline solids are hypothesized. Such program anticipated many current research lines and is getting impulse from the possibilities provided by the new investigating methods of phase transitions as well as the computer simulations of complex systems of non-linear coupled oscillators. The first paper on this topic was been published in Italian: "Dinamica Reticolare dello Spazio-Tempo" ("Latticed Dynamics of Space-Time") (Licata, 1989) , later followed by international papers: "Minkowski Space-Time and Dirac Vacuum as Ultra-referential Frame" (Licata, 1991) , "Space-Time as Latticed Physical Object" (Licata, 1992) , "The Big Computer, Complexity and Computability in Physical Universe" (Licata, 2003) . "Minkowski SpaceTime and Dirac Vacuum" (Licata, 1991) is one of the long-lived Ignazio papers till today (Nassif, 2012) .
A complete review on this research can be found in his book: "Osservando La Sfinge" ("Observing the Sphinx") (Licata, 2009a (Licata, 2006) the De Sitter Hyper-Spherical Universe is regarded as a global "form" of quantum vacuum. In this way the singularities of the classical cosmological models are eliminated and the Big-Bang is no more seen as a "thermo-dynamic balloon" but as a nucleation process in the quantum vacuum; it brings important consequences for the current problems related to observational cosmology and "time arrow", see: "The Archaic Universe: Big Bang, Cosmological Term and the Quantum Origin of Projective Cosmology" (Licata and Chiatti, 2009d It is known that the Classical Computation Theory, "à la Turing", cannot give exhaustively account of the information processes in biological and cognitive systems. The reason is simple: in complex systems new codes are continuously emerging and destroying in relation to the environmental context and the prior memories. The old paradigm of "man as an information processor", based upon the traditional algorithmic theory, has to be replaced by a model able to take into account the logical openness of such systems, i.e. the relationship between the organizational and thermodynamic features of a system. Natural Computation Theory answers to such requirement by offering a new model of information processing.
The Turing Theory shows some limits even for the Physical Systems. The local and classical world emerges from the non-local quantum one. This one permeates any aspect of the physical world. Turing Machine is a computation model strongly connected to classical, local and deterministic physics. The Turing computation paradigm and Quantum Turing Machines are showing to be unfit for the real possibilities of Quantum Computation because they constrain the quantum system to yes/no answers, whereas the real computational vocation of QM would be to use superposition and non-locality to obtain probabilistic oracles and beyond Turing barrier performances.
A research paper on the frontiers of classical and quantum information is: "Emergence and Computation at the Edge of Classical and Quantum Systems" (Licata, 2008a) . In "Effective Physical Processes and Active Information in Quantum Computing" (Licata, 2007a) a new computational paradigm is there suggested that shows completely unimagined potentialities in understanding the informational features of quantum systems. Starting from the idea that the Turing model has great limitations in describing the informational activity of most of the natural systems as well as many new artificial systems, Ignazio has proposed with his colleagues Germano Resconi (Catholic University) and Davide Fiscaletti (Space Life Institute) a new computational paradigm centred on the connections between the dynamic of a system and its geometry, following a philosophy that goes back to General Relativity: see "Quantum Computing in Non-Euclidean Geometry" (Resconi and Licata, 2009) (Licata and Resconi, 2012d) , "Weyl Geometries, Fisher Information and Quantum Entropy in Quantum Mechanics" (Licata and Fiscaletti, 2012e) , "A Geometrical Manifold of Entropy for Fisher Information and Quantum Potential" (Resconi and Licata, 2011) and the recent "Unification of quantum and gravity by non classical information entropy space" (Resconi, 2013a) .
The idea of an Information Theory regarded as the modification of the system's global structure, with reference to the philosophy of General Relativity, by using the new notions of Fisher-Bohm entropy identifies information with the deformation of the probability space, similarly to space time curvature in GR. Another way to express this innovative idea in a more geometric way is to say that all observers, before performing a measurement on a quantum system, have different conditional probabilities on entropy manifolds, but the gauge of Fisher-Bohm put a condition on the "interweaving" of their geometries that characterizes the non-locality.
A reflection about the hypercomputational facets of this approach is in "Beyond Turing: Hypercomputation and Quantum Morphogenesis" (Licata, 2012a ).
Ignazio's thirst for knowledge was still far from being quenched, so he plunged into the theories of Neural Net and Small-Worlds. His main contribution to this field is a new model of Neural Net free from the traditional constraints and able to describe the protoneural landscape, the ENG, Evolutionary Neural Gas; such model is showing great possibilities also in the technologies for pattern recognition.
The key idea of ENG model is to investigate the collective behaviour of neural groups without topological constraints and subjected to a "bombing" of inputs by following the simple "winner takes all" strategy. The aim was to investigate the dynamics of a net as less defined as possible. We observed the emerging of "specialized" neural groups and links whose configuration is the one typical of "small-worlds". The simulations has clearly shown that as the groups learned to cooperate and made the neural gas progressively "crystallize" in a more and more complex structure the specific flexibility was replaced by a global ability to interchange and process information at different levels according to an organized modular logic. This model provides a good support to the G. Edelmann hypothesis of proto-neural landscape. The key paper is: "Evolutionary Neural Gas (ENG): a Model of Self-Organizing Network from Input Categorization" (Licata and Lella, 2007b) . Small-World configurations also emerge in long-term memory models and in the developing of organized groups of socioeconomic agents, see: "A Dynamical Model for Information Retrieval and Emergence of Scale-Free Clusters in a Long Term Memory Network" (Licata, 2009b) and "A New Model for the Organizational Knowledge Life Cycle" (Licata and Lella, 2008d) .
Neural Net models led to a new approach to Cognitive Sciences. What has prevented Cognitive Sciences from giving account of the actual complexity of mental processes lies in the reductionist philosophy underlying it and in its "armed wing": Artificial Intelligence. Neural Net models has modified such situation only partially. Authentic complex systems cannot be "zipped" by a single approach, but it is necessary an "ecology" of complementary models to establish a new dialogue between Neurosciences, Cognition Theory and Mathematical Models taking into consideration collective behaviours of emergence in Physics. The notions of "logical openness", "emergence" and "natural computation" change the metaphor of complexity into actual theoretical perspectives so to build a post-cognitivist scenario which makes possible to treat not "entities", but coevolving processes within a general theory of observer/observed relationships. The "complexity" of a system does not depend as much on its structure, but more on the plurality of its dynamical interactions with environment. This view brings many advantages: a new epistemological conception of the mind/world relationships, the proposal of an information theory for biological and cognitive processes (not subjected to Turing limits) and the recovering of the central role of subjectivity and consciousness in a cognitive act. The first approach to complexity can be found in the Italian anthology edited by Ignazio: "Informazione e Complessità" ("Information and Complexity") (Licata, 1998) ; the paper-manifesto of the abovementioned program is "Physics and Logical Openness in Cognitive Models" (Licata, 2008b ) a program later developed in his book (in Italian) "La Logica Aperta della Mente" ("The Logical Openness of Mind"), (Licata, 2008c) . A further step ahead is "Vision as Adaptive Epistemology" (Licata, 2008f) and finally in the Proceedings AIRS (Licata, 2012b) a paper which has been the starting point for the report of the European Project "Mirrors" on science and politics in the European Knowledge-based Society. A recent essay on the role of emergence and collective behaviours in Physics is "Almost-anywhere theories. Reductionism and Universality of Emergence" (Licata, 2010b) (Licata and Minati, 2010d) is the outcome of a project with Gianfranco Minati (Italian Association of System Research, AIRS). In this direction also goes the recent: "Meta-structural properties in collective behaviours" (Licata and Minati, 2012f ).
This still in progress research project is based on considering Collective Behaviours as sequences of states adopted by different single systems consisting of the same elements interacting over time in different ways, i.e., through sequences of variable structures considered coherent when acquiring emergent properties. A formal tool has been introduced, i.e., the mesoscopic general vector to represent the adoption, over time, of mesoscopic properties by collectively interacting elements.
The years of the maturity (from 2009 to new perspectives)
Up to Newton times, natural philosophy (from Latin philosophia naturalis) indicates the research of unity in the study of natural phenomena, and it is considered as the precursor of the modern natural sciences. With these words Ignazio implicitly declares that he is aware of his own potentialities and it will not come as surprise that he wants to dig deeper into those matters that are very close to his heart such as nonlocality, the quantum transactions, the 'archaic universe', hypercomputation theories, logical openness and metastructures.
Possible lines of development will include the algebraic Bohm-Hiley approach to introduce non-locality in QM ab initio, and not as something hidden under the "statistical machinery" of standard interpretation. In particular, the transactional quantum theory is a way to describe how the classical space-time emerges from the "rubik cube" of nonlocal transactions network, a natural development of old lattice dynamics program. It is also a way to match two branches that have been too long separated: QM & QFT. And last but not least his collaboration with Gianfranco Minati on metastructures, computational mechanisms to detect emergence and coherence on historical data of systems changing in such a way that cannot be "zipped" into comfortable, traditional evolutionary Physics laws (Minati and Licata, 2012) .
Other exciting research horizons are the relationships between quantum brain, coalgebra's and modal logic and the "thirth systemic AI", based on brain simulation with memristors as artificial synapses (Resconi and Licata, 2013b) .
Ignazio and the Arts
Ignazio's interest in arts is not only fascination for Beauty, but an integral part of his epistemological attitude for cognitive processes. These themes were discussed in the book "Connessioni inattese. Crossing tra arte e scienza" ("Unexpected Connections. Crossing Art & Science") (Licata, 2009c) . It is worthwhile to cite the Ignazio's paper "Observing the Resistance of the World" where he speaks about the correlations between science and art through history, identifying the "heresies of doing" as the fundamental aspect at the heart of both. Scientific theories and artworks are world representation, "maps" based on creative choices which show the never-ending richness of "territory". In this vision Vermeer is a "Galilean" painter, his light-as the mathematics of the great Pisan-reveals the naked wonder of the world, and it is in '600 that a strategic process of liberation of science from metaphysics starts.
Recently Ignazio has been the curator of the exhibition "20xMajorana" (Catania, Palazzo Manganelli). We find it interesting to quote here a revealing passage from his text in the Catalogue (Licata, 2012c Orchestra, Symphony n.7 Leningrad). It is here impossible to give account of his fondness for the great conductors we just quote his cult for the mastery of Claudio Abbado.
b) Pop & Rock
Ignazio's interest for music is omnivore, and so the authors have thought to make him a gift by observing his musical posts on facebook. In spite of their occasional nature, even here it is possible to notice some definite occurrences. As we can see in Table 1 , Ignazio's music knowledge ranges between the international music (from jazz to rock through many branches of American styles) and the English pop-rock (including the post punk new wave).
He appreciates artists coming from the Latin cultural area, from France and even from East Europe such as Goran Bregović (cfr. Caje Sukarije), Ekatarina Velika (cfr. Ti si sav moj bol; Dum Dum; Par godina za nas), Darko Rundek (cfr. Apokalipso; Makedo) or Laibach (cfr. Opus Dei; Life is life). Two Palermitan musicians: the cellist and composer Giovanni Sollima (cfr. Terra aria) and the pianist Luca Flores (cfr. Max 2 supersoul) deserve a separate mention. Palermo (1982 Palermo ( /1984 , he worked to Group Approach in Cosmology with G. Arcidiacono at Istituto di Alta Matematica "F. Severi" in Rome (1984 -1986 . Later he deepened the foundational questions in Quantum Physics and Particle Physics with J.P. Vigier and André Lichnerowicz in Paris (1986 Paris ( -1987 , with the Nobel Prize Abdus Salam at Imperial College and David Bohm at Birbeck College in London (1987 London ( -1992 . He directed the Research Dept. of Magistero di Informatica e Telematica in Palermo (1994 Palermo ( -2000 and taught Theoretical Physics all around the world. He collaborated with his long time friend Erasmo Recami (Campinas), they both share the interest for Ettore Majorana and a bunch of physics themes (Recami, Zamboni-Rached, Licata, 2013) . He is the Director of ISEM -Institute for Scientific Methodology -in Palermo (from 2006 to present days), an institution founded as an interdisciplinary crossing place, where scholars from different research areas can dialogue so exchanging their conceptual perspectives and enrich their "tools" with a particular care for methodology. The attention for an "operative epistemology", critical and not disjoined from mathematics has been the specific trait of my whole scientific course in all its different ramifications. A synthesis related to the foundational questions in Physics is the book "Osservando la Sfinge. La realtà virtuale della fisica quantistica" (Licata, 2009a) , cantered on the so-called "realistic" interpretations of QM and on spacetime Physics and Philosophy. The study of Non-linear Dynamics and Synergetics with Francisco Varela, Hermann Haken and Eliano Pessa has led him towards the "complexity archipelago". In particular, the researches on symbolic and sub-symbolic cognitive systems -from the old paradigm of Artificial Intelligence to neural nets -have played a key role in directing his interest towards building a post-cognitivist scenario focused on the notions of emergence and logical openness.
c) Italian artists
A synthesis of these researches is in his book "La Logica Aperta della Mente" (Licata, 2008c) , centered on emergence, logical openness, the relations between system/environment and observer/observed, natural computing, Quantum Brain up to the cognitive and evaluative meaning of knowledge. 
